Product Details - Ballistic Gel FBI Block


GTIN Compliant UPC Code: 608729261421



Product Dimensions and Weight:
1. Size: 16 inches in length, 6 inches in width, 6
inches in height (16L X 6W X 6H)
2. Weight: 18 LBS
3. Volume: 576 Cubic Inches / 39.9 cups / 9.8
US quarts / 2.5 US gals



Recommend type of ammunition for this size block:
32, 380, 9mm, .38, .357,10, 40, 45, 454, 475, 480, 12g, 20g, 410



Product Order Minimums/Case Quantities: N/A



Cost and Available Discounts: Cost: $130.00 Each & 5% off discounts can be offered



Suggested Catalog text: Our Ballistic Gel FBI block is perfect for terminal ballistics testing for all handguns
and rifles where penetrations are less than 16 inches. The FBI Block meets FBI ballistics testing protocol
100%, and completely simulates the testing performed by the FBI. This block is the same size that the FBI
and other law enforcement agencies use for terminal ballistics testing and data. Ballistic Gel FBI block was
sized for hunters, hobbyist, semi-professional, and professional shooters, all types of law enforcement
agencies, and the average layperson.
Clear Ballistics's ballistic gel is a modern day ballistic gel, is 100% synthetic, and contains no organic
materials. It has taken the place of conventional ballistic gelatin, which is 100% organic, and completely
temperature unstable. It is 100% clear as glass, odorless, reusable, temperatures stable (temperatures up to
2400F), and mimics human tissue 100%. It is non-toxic. Our ballistic gel is moldable into any shape. Our
ballistic gel does not mold or rot. Our ballistic gel does not require special storage. All of our ballistic gel is
batch controlled. Clear Ballistics does calibration test on the gel with each batch, and we following the FBI
protocol for ballistics testing developed for ballistic testing of human tissue.
In every order of a ballistic gel FBI Block, you get the following items:


One - block of ballistic gel (16L X 6W x 6H) – that is wrapped




One - box holding the ballistic gel
One - tie-down cord, 6 feet in length




One - set of instructions for use per order
One - set of melting instructions per order



One - outer box containing packing peanuts and the inner box of ballistic gel
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